our chief asset in time. He is far ahead of the conservatism that hattens
and fattens on the capitalist enterprise of the true captains—and turns the
vision of real men into the perquisites of the parasite. To this latter type
of conservative nothing much happens, either way. He is the middle-of-
the-road egotist. The middle of the road is the place for him, so it is the
place for everybody. He will have plenty of company there. And he feeds
upon company such as it is.
At any rate, here was Mr. Johnson paying a round sum to see how an
idea would work out. In his behalf? Why not,
A. M. Johnson was a strange mixture of the fanatic and the mystic,
Shylock and the humanist. Withal he was extraordinarily intelligent. His
back had been broken in a railway accident but by sheer strength of
intelligent will, he had survived. A slight stoop stayed in the way of his
walk. We took a trip together into Death Valley, where he and Death
Valley Scotty had made a place in which to live. He drove his own car, a
Dodge, and as I rode beside him Nature staged a show for us all the way.
He was a convert to Billy Sunday, a revivalist famous for his religious
activities, or rather his activities in religious matters. So he was funda-
mentalist, a controversialist of no mean order. Religiously we were at the
poles apart, but he grub-staked me in search of an idea just the same.
There are no pigeonholes in nature, human or otherwise, in which to
put anyone. A singular man, a singular trait of Mr. Johnson's was this
singular friendship for Scotty. Scotty who was suspected of having mur-
derous connection with gold mines on some location known only to him.
But I suspect A. M. Johnson was Scotty's gold mine.
THE GLASS SKYSCRAPER
A lot of approximately 500 x 100 facing 500 feet long to the south.
Sheet-copper and glass were the mediums I chose for the thin pendent
wall-screens to be carried by the outer edges of cantilever floor slabs, and
to avoid the prejudice I saw in my client's hard mind against excessive
glass surface I decided to make the exterior area of this project about
\ of copper and f of glass. Sheet metal—copper—would therefore char-
acterize this building as much as the glass.
At work upon this scheme—the metal and glass house—the metal and
glass service station, brother to the car and the plane, seemed near at
hand. For the Machine-age should have a great many types. It should
have at least as many types as there are materials and methods of con-
struction: all genuine. Why not? All might become characteristic as
architecture. But now, what form? I had not gone very far into steel-
construction before.
So these plans for the insurance building were opportunity to devise a
more practical solution of the skyscraper problem than current, because
tbe advantages offered by modern materials and methods add up most
heavily in their own favour where they can go farthest—either up and
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